The prevalence of mental disorders among children and youth staying in residential institutions, children’s homes – a review of epidemiological studies
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Summary

Emergence of mental health problems in childhood can seriously affect further development of a man and thus hamper his adaptation to adult life. Children in residential institutions may be particularly vulnerable at risk of abnormal mental development, this includes so-called ‘children’s homes’. In the article we present an overview of the few studies carried out so far in the European residential institutions, including children’s homes, over the years 1940–2011 in the UK, Germany, Romania, and Poland. Firstly, we briefly describe a classic research carried out in the world in the 1940s among children from children’s homes. Secondly, we present a study conducted in the UK among children and youth from different age groups staying in residential institutions, including children’s homes. Then we focus on studies carried out among children and adolescents from German residential institutions and on a group of preschool children from Romanian children’s homes. At the end of the article we describe the first epidemiological study carried out in Poland on the population of children and young people staying in children’s homes in Warsaw. The review of researches shows that children from day-care facilities are a population with a high prevalence of psychiatric disorder. Children and youth staying in residential institutions probably require specialized psychiatric, psychological and psychotherapeutic care.
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Introduction

In the 21st century, mental disorders have become a serious social problem, very important also among children and adolescents. According to Wolańczyk’s study [1] conducted in Polish primary and secondary schools, in the school year 1999/2000, 9.1% of children and adolescents aged 12–19 had severe mental problems to the extent that
they could be suspected to have mental disorders. Further 17% manifested behaviors deviating from the behavior of peers. It can be suspected that the risk of abnormal mental development is particularly high among children in residential institutions, including so-called ‘children’s homes’. They are affected by difficult social and living conditions before admission to an institution, poor parental competences of biological parents and often by exposure to traumatic situations [2]. Moreover, the conditions of stay in residential institutions differ from those in a family environment. Despite this, epidemiological studies concerning the prevalence of mental disorders among children and adolescents residing in these facilities in Poland has not been conducted so far, and research in other countries are few.

This article presents an overview of the study on the prevalence of mental disorders among children and adolescents in institutional care in Europe. Because of the limited length and epidemiological nature of the article, only a percentage of mental disorders identified in a study was quoted. Apart from two exceptions, reasons for the research and their detailed descriptions (including the research hypotheses) were omitted.

Research in residential facilities – historical view

The world’s first surveys among children in day-care facilities started in the 1940s. Attention was then drawn to the fact that leaving a young child without care and emotional support of a mother may result in inhibition or regression of development, serious mental health problems or even death. Similar consequences appeared no matter if nursing of a child placed in an institution was correct [3]. Also other studies conducted at the time showed that raising a small child in a facility affects his/her behavior [4], and in further consequence – his/her personality [5].

British studies

In the 1970s in the UK, Tizard and Rees [6] conducted a study on a group of 65 children aged 4.5 years who had been taken into a residential institution up to 4 months of age and had remained there continuously for at least 2 years. This group was divided into three subgroups, children adopted after 2 years (24 children), children taken by their biological mothers after 2 years (15 children) and those who remained in an institution (26 children). The results were compared with those obtained in a group of 30 children living in London working-class families, who had not been staying in an institution. The study was performed using the child behavior observation scale by Rheingold and Bayley [7] and an interview with a parent/caretaker. An important conclusion from the study was that children from institutions had different problems than children from the control group. According to their tutors, they often presented problems with: peer contacts, anger attacks, high clinging, and poor concentration.
In the control group discipline problems were more severe. The researchers sought causes of the changes in children’s behavior (attention seeking, clinging, difficulties in establishing deep relationships, etc.) in accumulating stress related to repeated separations from parents after their visits, as well as in patterns provided by a dysfunctional family in case of return to it.

Another British survey was carried out among children aged 10–11 years, students in schools on the Isle of Wight and in one of London districts (Inner London Borough)*. Among them were children who had stayed at least a week under institutional care (in children’s homes or foster care). In the first stage, using a teacher questionnaire (Children’s behavior questionnaire for completion by teachers), a group of “problem children” was identified and compared with a randomized control group of children “without problems”. In the second stage interviews with parents of the “problem children” were carried out. On the basis of the interviews the children were psychiatrically diagnosed. Studies conducted on the Isle of Wight showed that only 2% of children from the control group experienced institutional care, compared to 17% of children from the “problem” group who were diagnosed with mental disorders. Similarly, in the London group (London Inner Borough), 20% of “problem” children diagnosed with mental disorders experienced institutional care for at least a week compared to 1% of children in the control group. The differences were statistically significant [8]. Similarly, Yule and Raynes [9] reported that children from institutions more often have emotional and behavioral disorders compared with children living with their families of origin.

In the 1990s, McCann et al. [10] completed a study on a group of 134 teenagers aged 13–17 years (69 boys and 65 girls) from Oxfordshire in the UK who were under institutional care. 38 children from the study group stayed in residential care and the remaining 96 children were in foster care. The results were compared with a control group of teenagers who have never experienced institutional care. Selection of the control group was carried out on the basis of pairings in terms of gender, age and school. If a respondent had not attend school a patient of the same family doctor was included into the control group.

The study consisted of two stages. In the first stage, the respondents completed the Youth Self-Report Questionnaire (YSR) and their caretakers completed the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) from the Achenbach battery of questionnaires [11]. In the second stage, the respondents who were in the clinical range of the questionnaires were tested using a semi-structured psychiatric interview for diagnostic evaluation of mental disorders symptoms in children occurring today and over the life (the Schedule for

* The epidemiological studies carried out on the Isle of Wight and in one of London suburbs – in addition to identifying the prevalence and specificities of mental disorders among children and adolescents in urban and rural environment – have also enabled the search for environmental risk factors for mental disorders in children and adolescents.
Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children-Present and Lifetime Version – K-SADS-PL) [12]. In the first stage, 88 respondents (53%) obtained high scores which qualified them to the second stage. In the control group it was only 12%. In the second stage, the percentage of children with diagnoses of mental disorders was determined.

The prevalence of mental disorders in the research group was 67% versus 15% in the control group. 96% of adolescents living in institutions suffered from mental disorder, compared with 57% of young people from foster care. The most common diagnoses in the research group were:

- conduct disorder (CD) – 28%;
- overanxious disorder – 26%;
- major depression – 23%;
- ADHD – 14%;
- other depressive disorders – 12%;
- avoidant disorder – 8%;
- non-specific psychotic disorders – 8%;
- oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) – 7%;
- panic disorder – 4%;
- BD – bipolar depressive disorder – 4%;
- psychoactive substance dependence – 3%;
- bulimia – 1%;
- anorexia – 1%;
- obsessive-compulsive disorder – 1%;
- Phobic state – 1%.

Ford et al. [13] examined 279 children aged 11–15 years from British residential institutions. They used the Development and Well-Being Assessment (DAWBA) [14] as a diagnostic procedure for the assessment of mental disorders in children. The parents, the teachers and the children themselves also filled the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) [15] to assess emotional and behavioral problems of the children. The study have shown that 71% of children from residential care suffer from mental disorders, compared with 48.1% of children living in their family homes. Emotional disorders concerned 18.6% of the institutions residents compared with 18% of children living with their parents. The percentage of children from institutions with behavioral disorders was 61.3% compared with 35.9% of those living in a family home (statistically significant difference), and the diagnosis of “hyperkinetic
The prevalence of mental disorders among children and youth staying in residential institutions to determine the prevalence of mental disorders in this population. Graf et al. [16] indicated the prevalence of mental disorders at the level of 80% in a sample of 103 children from children’s homes. This result was obtained on the basis of an overall clinical evaluation and it was not related to the criteria of specific mental disorders.

Schmid [17, 18] conducted a survey among 689 children’s homes residents aged 4 to 18 years using the CBCL and the YSR questionnaires [11] (as a screening tool) as well as a diagnostic system for the assessment of mental disorders in children and adolescents Diagnostik-System für psychisch Störungen im Kindes – und Jugendalter nach ICD-10 und DSM-IV (DISYPS-KJ) [19]. Finally, both the YSR questionnaires and the CBCL questionnaires, filled in by the tutors, were collected for 557 children. The diagnostic evaluation system (DISYPS-KJ) could be applied only to 359 children for which all the required questionnaires were collected. In this study Schmid indicated the prevalence of mental disorders at the level of 59.9%. The most common disorders in the study group were as follows: severe conduct disorder \((n = 115)\), combined ADHD and CD \((n = 95)\), simple ADHD \((n = 9)\), dysthymia/depression \((n = 40)\), addiction to alcohol and drugs \((n = 39)\), and nocturnal enuresis \((n = 26)\). The comorbidity was diagnosed in 37% of the respondents.

**German studies**

**Romanian studies**

The interest in children from Romanian children’s homes has been initiated by the well-known longitudinal study of the ERA team (The English and Romanian Adoptee Study Team) conducted by Rutter et al. [20]. The research was based on a natural experiment, which was the social action of adoption of young children from Romanian children’s homes by British families. This enabled to capture the extent to which changing social and living conditions could influence human development. An important element of this study was the assumption of the huge differences between the psychosocial conditions in which the children experienced in Romanian institutions (conditions were defined as depriving), and the nondepriving conditions they were to experience in the British adoptive families.

Similarly, Zeanah et al. [21] conducted a randomized, epidemiological study involving Romanian children under the age of 31 months who spent at least half of their life in residential institutions. After pediatric and neurological examination, the children who were diagnosed with medical problems, such as genetic syndromes, fetal alcohol
syndrome, or microcephaly, were excluded from the group. The remaining children were randomly assigned to two research groups. Children from the first group were to stay in institutions \((N = 68)\). Children from the second group were to be moved to specially trained and supervised foster families \((N = 68)\). Altogether, the study included 136 children. The group decreased because of various reasons (adoption, loss of contact, return of a child to his/her family of origin, disclosure of problems which exclude the child from the project, etc). Finally, 52 children from institutions and 59 children from foster families were qualified to analyses. The results were compared with a control group of children from pediatric clinic who had never experienced institutional care \((N = 59)\). When the studied children were 54 months old the parental interviews PAPA (Preschool Age Psychiatric Assessment) were conducted [22] to identify and assess mental disorders according to the diagnostic criteria of DSM-IV-TR.

In this study the prevalence of disorders among children from institutions was as follows:

- any mental disorder – 61.5%;
- externalizing disorders – 28.8%;
- internalizing disorders – 44.2%;
- ADHD – 5.8%;
- ODD – 7.7%;
- CD – 11.5%;
- CD + ODD – 3.8%;
- depression – 3.8%;
- anxiety disorders – 42.3%.

In addition, the study showed that, compared to the control group, children who spent at least some time in an institution are significantly more likely to meet the criteria of both internalizing and externalizing disorders as well as other disorders (53.2% vs. 22%). The prevalence of mental disorders among children in institutional care was higher than among children from foster families, although these differences were not significant. The children from children’s homes suffered from internalizing disorders (44.2%) significantly more often than the children from foster families (22%) while there were no significant differences between the two groups in the prevalence of externalizing disorders (ADHD, ODD, CD). However, the children from foster families often suffered from “pure” externalizing disorders and the children from institutions – from mixed internalizing and externalizing disorders.

The researchers summed the symptoms of all disorders to see whether there are differences between the groups. The girls from foster care showed fewer symptoms than
the girls from institutions, while there were no such difference among boys. The study found no relationship between the length of stay in an institution prior to randomization and the length of stay in a children’s home or foster family after randomization and development of mental disorders as well as the number of symptoms. There was also no relationship between IQ and mental disorders or IQ and the overall number of symptoms in the studied groups. In terms of the level of social functioning, measured by the PAPA interview, the girls in both groups functioned better than the boys and the girls staying in foster care functioned better than the girls remaining in children’s homes. There was no such difference between the boys from institutions and foster families. The obtained data may indicate that removal of a child from a children’s home and placement in foster care significantly reduces the risk of internalizing disorders but does not affect the level of externalizing disorders. Such intervention is more effective for girls than for boys.

**Polish studies**

As mentioned before, the epidemiology of mental disorders among children and adolescents living in residential institutions has not been studied in Poland so far. In the years 2007–2011, Pawliczuk [23] and his team completed a study in Warsaw socialization institutions (children’s homes). The aim of the study was to determine the prevalence of mental disorders among children and young people staying in such institutions in Warsaw. The study consisted of two stages and 141 children from 11 institutions took part in it. In the first stage, a screening examination using the Youth Self-Report (YSR) was carried out [11]. In the second stage, children whose results in the separate scales of the YSR were in the clinical range were tested individually and directly using a semi-structured diagnostic interview K-SADS-PL in order to make a final psychiatric diagnosis [12].

The prevalence of mental disorders among residents of children’s homes obtained in the study was 52.4% (CI = 38.36–55.38) at present and 53.5% (CI = 42.72–59.78) in lifetime.

The most common diagnoses in the research group at the time of the study were as follows:

- nicotine dependence 32.3% (CI = 24.68–40.69);
- oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) 13.4% (CI = 8.25–20.15);
- conduct disorder 12.2% (CI = 7.30–18.77);
- specific phobia 16.7% (CI = 10.95–23.90);
- ADHD 10% (CI = 5.59–16.18);
- social phobia 5.7% (CI = 2.50–10.91);
– adaptive disorders with depressed mood 5.6% (CI = 2.43–10.78);
– post-traumatic stress disorder PTSD 5.6% (CI = 2.43–10.78).

Conclusions

This research review shows that mental disorders can often be diagnosed in children and youth in residential institutions. Therefore they may need psychological support and psychiatric treatment that takes into account not only their past experiences but also the specificity of their functioning in such institutions.
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